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Comprehensive
hypertext, hypermedia, and the humanities - ideals - hypersystems quickly became part of humanistic
computing af ter 1987. the humanities computing yearbook 1989-90 (lancashire, 1991), in contrast to the
1988 volume which had evaluated various hypersystems in just a few pages-with many citations to articles
written outside the humanities at that-included numerous index evaluating electronic texts in the
humanities - ideals - from sources such as the humanities computing yearbook 1989-90: a comprehensive
guide to software and other resources (lancashire, 1991), journals, and proceedings of annual conferences on
humanities computing, the number of existing electronic texts in the humanities can be estimated at many
thousands. the internet gives access to volume 18, number 4 computational linguistics - the humanities
computing yearbook 1989-90 fan lancashire, editor english computer corpora: selected papers and research
guide stig johansson and anna-brita stentr6m, editors morphology and computation richard sproat a theory of
computer semiotics: semiotic approaches to construction and assessment of computer systems bibliography
of publications relating to catss, ccat, and ... - the humanities computing yearbook 1989-90: a
comprehensive guide to software and other resources (oxford 1991) index and section 3, “biblical studies,”
with assistance from r. kraft. add g. marquis, “the catss-base: computer assisted tools for septuagint study for
all - a vertical seminar in digital humanities - a vertical seminar in digital humanities seminar sessions:
mondays from 3:00 to 5:30, umrath 201 ... humanities computing yearbook 1989–90, ed. ian lancashire
(oxford up, 1991) ... “the history of humanities computing,” blackwell companion to digital humanities 4.
clement, “text analysis, data mining, and visualizations in literary so you created a wormhole 6-copy solid
counter unit - so you created a wormhole 6-copy solid counter unit by phil hornshaw nick hurwitch read
online so you created a wormhole 6-copy solid counter unit best deals donald ross jr - university of
minnesota - donald ross, jr. 4 "prospects for writer's workstations in the coming decade," in evolving
perspectives on computers and composition studies: questions for the 1990s, eds. gail e. hawisher and cynthia
l. selfe (urbana, il: ncte, 1991), pp. 84–110. "english language instruction" (section 8) in the humanities
computing yearbook: 1989–90: a james kippen’s publications - utorweb - james kippen’s publications —
updated november 2015 … page 4 from the 1989 ach-allc conference, oxford university press, 1991,
pp.238–53. (with bernard bel) “changes in the social status of tabla players.” curriculum vitae william
marling february, 2016 - the humanities computing yearbook (1989) 136. 13. "jean stafford," cleveland
plain dealer, sept. 2, 1988. e-11. 14. “art on the rocks,” northern ohio live, august 1987, 83-85. 15. “robert
white: a day in the life of a neurosurgeon,” cleveland magazine, june, 1986 16. “dream machines: yo-han pao
and the rise of neural networks,” northern university archives california state university, fresno - csuf
black yearbook [csu fresno], 1981-1982 csuf in review [the fresno bee], 1985 [oversize: in box 17] ...
international student newsletter [international student office], 1971-1989 internet news [computing,
communications and media services], 1993 ... [school of arts and humanities], 1987 office of international
programs newsletter, 1991 morpho-assistant: the proper treatment of morphological ... - morphoassistant: the proper treatment of morphological knowledge kiril simov, galia angelova, elena paskaleva
linguistic modelling laboratory, center for inforlnatics curriculum vitae 1. george p. landow, professor of
english ... - curriculum vitae 1. george p. landow, professor of english and the history of art 2. campus
address ... oxford university humanities computing centre, 1996. [a reprint of the first section ... partially
reprinted in the contemporary literary criticism yearbook, ed. chris giroux. detroit: gale research, 1996. ...
curriculum vitae - winthrop - curriculum vitae josephine anna koster may 2014 mailing address:
department of english, winthrop university, rock hill, sc 29733-0001 ... social media, humanities computing
secondary: professional and technical writing, writing centers, english education teaching department of
english, winthrop university, rock hill, south carolina 2009 ... john p. harner - uccs home - public interaction
with digital geo-humanities in colorado springs. international journal for humanities and arts computing
11(1):110-126. harner, john, and bradley benz. 2013. the growth of ranchettes in la plata county, colorado,
1988-2008. the professional geographer 65(2):329-344. harner, john, and frank kinder. 2011.
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